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Abstract: Terms and Conditions in online shops are arguably among the most important (or at least the most widely used)
forms of consumer contracts. At the same time, they are probably among the least read documents. Thus, their
automated analysis is of great interest, not just for research, but also from a consumer protection perspective.
To be able to automatically process large amounts of Terms and Conditions and build the corpora which are
necessary to train data-driven systems, we need means to identify Terms and Conditions automatically. In this
paper, we present and evaluate four different approaches to the automatic detection of Terms and Conditions
pages in German and English online shops. We treat the problem as a binary document classification problem
for web-pages and report an approach which achieves precision, recall, and F1-score above 0.9 in German and
close to 0.9 in English, by analysing the URL of the page.

1 INTRODUCTION

As consumers and internet users, we are confronted
with Terms and Conditions (T&C) on a daily ba-
sis. Their content governs what happens to our pri-
vate data, for how long we can return goods we
do not like, who pays for their shipping, and many
other things. While they are arguably among the
most important consumer contracts nowadays, they
are hardly ever read. Even if they are read, they are
often so difficult to understand, that consumers still
do not understand what they agree to (Bakos et al.,
2014; Obar and Oeldorf-Hirsch, 2020). Services like
“ToS; DR” (Binns and Matthews, 2014) offer crowd-
sourced summarizations Terms of Services (ToS) and
T&C in order to support consumers in making in-
formed decisions. However, they only cover a limited
number of popular websites and are sometimes based
on outdated versions of their T&C.

In recent years, researchers from different insti-
tutions, like Braun et al. (Braun et al., 2017, 2018,
2019b,a) and Lippi et al. (Lippi et al., 2017; Mick-
litz et al., 2017; Lippi et al., 2019), have investigated
techniques to automate the detection of unfair and il-
legal clauses in T&C. To scale that detection across
as many online shops as possible, but also to gather
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data to train and test such approaches, the detection
of T&C pages has to be automated. In this paper,
we present four different approaches to this task for
German and English. From a Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) perspective, the problem at hand is as
a binary document classification task.

2 RELATED WORK

Document classification in the legal domain is widely
used in the so-called “e-discovery” process, to find
privileged or relevant documents in large corpora of
various document types. E-discovery in this context
is “any process (or series of processes) in which elec-
tronic data is sought, located, secured, and searched
with the intent of using it as evidence in a civil or
criminal legal case” (Conrad, 2010). There is a vast
amount of literature available on the use of docu-
ment retrieval and classification to automate or assist
the e-discovery process, including Brown (2015); Ak-
ers et al. (2011); Ayetiran (2013); Conrad (2010) and
Mauritz (2018), as well commercial tools.

Other legal document classification tasks include
the labelling of EU documents based on the EuroVoc
thesaurus, as presented by Hajlaoui et al. (2014); El-
naggar et al. (2018) and Chalkidis et al. (2019), and
the labelling of court decisions with the respective
area of law they fall into (Soh et al., 2019).
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The only previous work directly addressing the
automatic detection of T&C, by Braun et al. (2017),
presented two approaches for the automatic detection
of T&C in German online shops: a rule-based URL
classifier and a naive Bayes text classifier. Both were
trained and tested on a set of 3424 URLs, which in-
cluded 2592 T&C pages, extracted from Idealo, and
832 others pages from online shops. The URL classi-
fier achieved an F1-score of 0.64 and the text classi-
fier an F1-score of 0.86. Table 2 shows that even our
worst-performing approach still performs better and
our URL classifier even achieves an F1-score of 0.95
and thus improves the state of the art significantly.

3 CORPUS

To test and train the different classification ap-
proaches, we needed a sufficiently large corpus of la-
belled T&C from German and English online shops,
but also of other, non-T&C pages. Since, to the best
of our knowledge, no such corpus is currently avail-
able, we built our own corpus by scraping the list of
merchants from two German price comparison web-
sites (“Idealo”1 and “Geizhals”2) that also offer ver-
sions of their website targeted to the British market
and British online shops3.

On both websites, shop operators manually re-
port the URLs to their T&C pages. In this way, we
could crawl 4,459 manually annotated links to Ger-
man T&C from Idealo and 1,335 from Geizhals. Af-
ter removing duplicates, our corpus consisted of 4,875
distinct links. We were able to download 4,869 pages
from this 4,875 links. Five could not be downloaded
because the websites were (permanently or temporar-
ily) not available. In order to also have negative
samples in our corpus (i.e. pages that do not con-
tain T&C), we also downloaded the landing page of
each shop (4,852) and a random other non-landing
and non-T&C page (4,687). We chose this page by
randomly selecting an outgoing internal link from the
landing page and checking that it does not link to the
T&C page or the landing page itself.

We performed the same process for the English
versions of both websites and were able to download
543 T&C pages, 549 landing pages, and 486 random
other pages. Table 1 shows an overview of the corpus.
In total, our corpus consists of 15,986 HTML pages
and their URLs.

We used the Article Extractor from BoilerPy34 to
1www.idealo.de
2www.geizhals.de
3www.idealo.co.uk and www.skinflint.co.uk
4https://github.com/jmriebold/BoilerPy3

Table 1: Corpus of pages from German and English online
shops.

Language Page Type Number of Pages

German

T&C 4,869
Landing 4,852
Other 4,687
Σ 14,408

English

T&C 543
Landing 549
Other 486
Σ 1,578

Total Σ 15,986

extract the plain T&C text from the HTML pages, by
removing HTML tags, but also other noise, like navi-
gation menus and footers. Since a surprisingly high
number of pages was comprised of invalid HTML,
which can not be processed by BoilerPy, we first ran
all pages through Beautiful Soup5 to fix the invalid
HTML markup.

While we cannot publish the corpus of HTML
files due to copyright reasons, the URLs of all
pages that are part of the corpus are available un-
der a Creative Commons license on GitHub: https://
github.com/sebischair/TC-Detection-Corpus. Please
be aware that by the time of publication, the content of
the pages might have changed, and some URLs might
not be valid anymore.

4 CLASSIFICATION
APPROACHES AND
EVALUATION

In this section, we compare four different approaches
to automatically find T&C pages in German and En-
glish online shops, by performing a binary docu-
ment classification. We compare two rule-based and
two stochastic approaches. While the stochastic ap-
proaches work with the content of the web pages,
the rule-based approaches consider meta-information
about the documents. Since we work with web pages,
in addition to the textual content, we take into account
the URL of each document and the text of the links
that refer to the page as additional features for the
classification.

4.1 Rule-based URL Analysis

The first approach we investigated is based on the
URL of a web page. It splits the URL into its compo-
nents and then performs a keyword search on them.

5https://www.crummy.com/software/BeautifulSoup/
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Table 2: Evaluation of different techniques for the automatic detection of T&C in German and English online shops (best
results for each metric and language are highlighted).

Language Technique Precision Recall F1-score

German

Rule-based URL analysis 0.99 0.91 0.95
Logistic regression 0.98 0.82 0.89
Neural network 0.96 0.83 0.88
Neural network (multiling.) 0.95 0.84 0.89

English

Rule-based URL analysis 0.98 0.81 0.88
Logistic regression 0.96 0.72 0.81
Neural network 0.90 0.72 0.80
Neural network (multiling.) 0.95 0.72 0.82

The keywords we use are “agb”, “geschaeftsbedin-
gungen”, “geschaftsbedingungen”, “terms”, “condi-
tions”, “gtc”, “tcs”, and “tac”. Since we do not need
any training data for this rule-based approach, we
could evaluate it on the whole corpus, i.e. 14,408
URLs from German online shops and 1,578 URLs
from English online shops.

As shown in Table 2, the approach performed very
well on both languages, with a precision of 0.99 for
German and 0.98 for English and a recall of 0.91 and
0.81 respectively. Most false negatives i.e. missed
T&C pages, originated from URLs with generic,
mostly numerical, IDs. Some URLs in the German
corpus contain misspelt versions of “geschaeftsbedin-
gungen” and could therefore not be detected by this
approach. One reason for the slightly lower precision
that was achieved on the English corpus is the fact that
there were more false positives because some English
words contain the letter sequence “tac”, which is one
of our keywords. Most notably the word “contact”.
Although more complex rules could improve the pre-
cision, we found this simplistic approach as it is a very
strong baseline for both languages.

4.2 Rule-based Link-text Analysis

Secondly, we used a rule-based approach that is not
based on the URL of a link, but the link text(i.e.
the text between the <a></a> tags). This approach
can not be evaluated in the same fashion as the
other approaches since it does not take a link or
its content as input, but analyses all outgoing links
from a page. Therefore, we evaluated the ap-
proach by parsing all landing pages from both cor-
pora and checking whether the T&C link that is also
in the corpus could be retrieved. The approach is
also based on a relatively simple keyword search.
The list of keywords this time was: “agb”, “allge-
meine geschäftsbedingungen”, “geschaftsbedingun-
gen”, “terms”, “conditions”, and “t&c”. From 4,837
German landing pages, we could find the correct T&C
page with this method in 4,383 cases. In 454 cases the

T&C page was not found. In no case, a wrong page
was identified as T&C. Hence, we were able to extract
the T&C page correctly in 90.6% of all cases. On the
English corpus, we were able to extract the T&C page
from 425 of 539 landing pages, which is 78.8% of all
cases.

The other cases, in which we were not able to find
the T&C page, do not necessarily represent a misclas-
sification of the algorithm, since it is not mandatory
for online shops to link to their T&C from their land-
ing page. Therefore, there might be cases in which
the approach correctly did not extract any link. Some
spot tests in the English corpus indeed show that such
cases exist. The percentage value of correctly ex-
tracted links can, therefore, alone, not be used as a
measurement of correctness. However, the value does
give an idea of the usefulness of the technique in prac-
tice.

4.3 Logistic Regression

The first stochastic approach we evaluated was logis-
tic regression. We used Scikit-learn Pedregosa et al.
(2011) to train a logistic regression classifier on a bag-
of-words model of the corpora. We split the corpus
into a training and a test data-set (80%/20%) while
maintaining the distribution of both classes from the
original corpus (roughly 2:1). The result was a Ger-
man training data-set with approximately 11,500 doc-
uments and an English training data-set with approxi-
mately 1,200 documents. We used the training data to
perform a grid search with a stratified 10-fold cross-
validation, to find the parameter for the regularisation
strength. We found that the parameter C = 0.01 per-
formed best for both languages.

Table 2 shows that logistic regression worked well
in both languages (F1-score 0.89 in German and 0.81
in English), despite the relatively sparse training data
in English. However, it did not perform as good as the
rule-based URL analysis.
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4.4 Neural Network

In a final experiment, we used document embeddings
to train a deep neural network. We used a pre-trained
model from Google, called the Multilingual Universal
Sentence Encoder model6 (Yang et al., 2019), to gen-
erate the document embeddings. The model is trained
on 16 languages, including German and English. We
used the document embeddings to train a neural net-
work, using Keras7.

The network has one hidden layer that uses the
ReLU activation function. A dropout layer was added
to prevent overfitting and an output layer with one
neuron that uses the sigmoid activation function. We
again performed a grid search to find the best param-
eters for the batch size, the number of epochs, the
dropout rate, and the number of neurons in the hid-
den layer. We ended up using a batch size of 20, 200
epochs, a dropout rate of 0.1, and 110 neurons.

We used the same training/test split as before.
First, we trained and tested only on the same lan-
guage, in a second step, we also tried to train the
classifier jointly on both languages. The results of
the evaluation are shown in Table 2. For both lan-
guages, the neural network performed similary to the
logistic regression (F1-score 0.88 in German and 0.80
in English). The rule-based URL analysis approach,
however, still performed significantly better in both
cases. In both languages, the results could be slightly
improved by training jointly on both languages.

5 INTERPRETATION

The rule-based URL analysis performed exception-
ally well and achieved a precision close to 1.0 for Ger-
man and English and also achieved the best precision,
recall, and F1-score of all approaches on the German
corpus. In addition to generating excellent classifica-
tions, the approach is also very fast and can classify
the whole corpus within seconds. On the English cor-
pus, the rule-based approach also performed best with
regard to all three metrics.

An advantage of the neural network in comparison
to the URL analyser is the fact, that the neural net-
work uses the actual text for the classification. This
approach is, therefore, better transferable to other ap-
plications and could, e.g. also be used to classify
emails or PDF documents. Moreover, since we use
multilingual embeddings, we are also able to trans-

6https://tfhub.dev/google/
universal-sentence-encoder-multilingual-large/3

7https://keras.io/

fer our models between different languages and still
receive useful results.

6 CONCLUSION

We presented and compared four different approaches
to the automatic detection of T&C in German and
English online shops. Two approaches are based on
the textual content (logistic regression with a bag of
words model and a neural network with document
embeddings) and two are based on meta-information
(rule-based analysis of link URLs and texts). The
results show that the rule-based URL analysis per-
formed best in both languages with regard to preci-
sion, recall and F1-score. The results of the neural
network could in both languages be slightly improved
by training the network jointly on both languages.

In the future, we would like to investigate whether
the models we trained could be transferred to

• (a) different languages: the universal sentence en-
coder model we used to calculate the sentence em-
beddings supports 14 more languages

• (b) other types of documents: we would like to
investigate whether the model we trained for the
deep learning approach could also be applied to
related forms of standard form contracts, like in-
surance conditions or tenancy agreements.
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